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The accelerated progress in manufacturing noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computing hardware has opened the possibility of exploring its application in transforming approaches to solving computationally challenging problems. The important limitations common among all NISQ computing technologies are the absence of error correction and the short coherence time, which limit the computational power of these systems. Shortening the required time of a single run of a quantum algorithm is essential for reducing environment-induced errors and for the efficiency of the computation. We have investigated the ability of a variational version of adiabatic quantum computation (AQC) to generate an accurate state more efficiently compared to existing adiabatic methods.

The standard AQC method uses a time-dependent Hamiltonian, connecting the initial Hamiltonian with the final Hamiltonian. In the current approach, a navigator Hamiltonian is introduced which has a finite amplitude only in the middle of the annealing process. Both the initial and navigator Hamiltonians are determined using variational methods. The cluster operator of coupled-cluster theory, truncated to single and double excitations, is used as a navigator Hamiltonian. A comparative study of our variational algorithm (VanQver) with that of standard AQC, starting with a Hartree–Fock Hamiltonian, is presented. The results indicate that the introduction of the navigator Hamiltonian significantly improves the annealing time required to achieve chemical accuracy by two to three orders of magnitude. The efficiency of the method is demonstrated in the ground-state energy estimation of molecular systems, namely, H$_2$, P$_4$, and LiH.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the inherent many-body nature of quantum systems, obtaining energetically stable quantum states is one of the most difficult problems in computational chemistry and physics. Despite decades of advancements in classical hardware and algorithms for simulating quantum systems, many important problems, such as computing electronic correlation energies and predicting chemical reaction rates, remain largely unsolved. In order to obtain accurate results, highly precise numerical methods are required, such as full configuration interaction (FCI) and coupled-cluster theory. The computational resources required to run these precise methods grows with the system size to the extent that even state-of-art supercomputers can handle only small-sized problems [1]. Researchers have attempted to alleviate this issue by introducing heuristics and approximation techniques like problem decomposition methods to reduce the computational complexity of this problem. This establishes a trade-off between the accuracy of the approximate solution and the computational efficiency. In addition, a lot of effort has been put towards the exploration of other paradigms of computation. Quantum computing, for example, is a promising approach to mitigating this problem [2]–[8]. There has been a recent increase in the number of experiments in simulating quantum systems on quantum devices [4]–[13]. The difficulty faced in these experiments is in executing operations without losing relevant quantum coherence. Whereas quantum error correction will make it possible to perform an unlimited number of operations, the required resources are very great, well beyond the capabilities of current hardware. Therefore, the development of methods that require less-stringent quantum coherence is essential for near-term quantum devices. A subset of the authors of the present work have previously investigated the idea of combining problem decomposition techniques in conjunction with quantum computing approaches [14]. Quantum–classical hybrid algorithms, such as the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [15]–[17], are suitable from this perspective. In addition to the algorithm requiring a shorter coherence time, the VQE has demonstrated robustness against systematic control errors [8]–[10].

Thus far, most of the experiments that have made use of the VQE and phase estimation algorithms (PEA) [18]–[19] have been performed within the framework of gate model quantum computation. An alternative framework is adiabatic quantum computation (AQC) [20]–[26]. AQC solves computational problems by continuously evolving a Hamiltonian. As such, it is absent of algorithmic errors (e.g., Trotterization errors). It is also robust against certain types of decoherence [27]–[31]. Whereas gate model quantum computation is not meaningfully executed beyond the qubit dephasing time [32], the annealing time $T$ in AQC can be longer than the qubit coherence time under certain conditions. For instance, when the interaction between the quantum system and environment is weak, the decoherence occurs in the energy eigenbasis of the system. In this case, the coherence of the instantaneous ground state, relevant for AQC, is preserved [27]. Nevertheless, the long annealing time in open quantum systems can cause problems. For instance, it induces thermalization and the probability of finding a ground state decays exponentially at a fixed temperature as the problem size increases [33]. Therefore, effort towards shortening the annealing time is essential and critical for the success of AQC. The com-
putational time in AQC is constrained by various factors. From the perspective of computational efficiency and the prevention of bath-induced errors, a shorter annealing time is desirable, whereas, in order to avoid errors due to non-adiabatic transitions, the computational time needs to be longer than the scale of the inverse energy gap between the ground state and excited states during the annealing process. In this work, we investigate a variational AQC method and demonstrate that it can significantly reduce annealing time.

II. THE VARIATIONAL AND ADIABATICALLY NAVIGATED QUANTUM EIGENSOLVER

In the standard form of AQC, the time-dependent Hamiltonian is given by

\[ H(t) = A(t)H_{\text{ini}} + B(t)H_{\text{fin}}, \]  

where the functions \( A(t) \) and \( B(t) \) satisfy the conditions that \( A(0) \gg B(0) = 0 \) and \( B(T) \gg A(T) = 0 \), respectively. Here, \( T \) is the annealing time and \( t \in [0, T] \). Hereafter, we use the phrase “standard AQC” for \( H(t) \) with the boundary conditions for \( A(t) \) and \( B(t) \).

In the variational approach, we introduce a navigator Hamiltonian that has a non-zero amplitude only during the annealing process. This navigator Hamiltonian, \( H_{\text{nav}}(\theta) \), is characterized by variational parameters \( \theta \). Adding an extra term to the Hamiltonian has previously been considered (see Refs. [17] [33] [36]). We take advantage of the fact that the initial Hamiltonian \( H_{\text{ini}} \) is not uniquely determined, and treat its parameters as variational: \( H_{\text{ini}}(\eta) \). The variational parameters \( \eta \) may need to satisfy certain constraints. We will address this aspect with concrete molecular models in Sec. III. Note that even though different values of \( \eta \) may have the same initial ground state, they generate different quantum states during annealing. A motivation for introducing \( H_{\text{ini}}(\eta) \) and \( H_{\text{nav}}(\theta) \) with variational parameters is that the efficiency of AQC can be highly dependent on the annealing process. This navigator Hamiltonian, \( H_{\text{nav}}(\theta) \), is characterized by variational parameters \( \theta \).

The time-dependent Hamiltonian in VanQver is

\[ H(\eta, \theta)(t) = A(t)H_{\text{ini}}(\eta) + B(t)H_{\text{fin}} + C(t)H_{\text{nav}}(\theta). \]  

The coefficient \( C(t) \) satisfies the boundary conditions \( C(0) = C(T) = 0 \), while its value is non-zero during annealing, \( 0 < t < T \). A natural choice of the boundary conditions for \( A \) and \( B \) will be the same as that in standard AQC. There can be multiple initial and navigator Hamiltonians, each with a different time-dependence value. At the end of the annealing process, the quantum device generates a certain state. We measure the expectation value of the final Hamiltonian \( H_{\text{fin}} \). If \( H_{\text{fin}} \) is a quantum Hamiltonian, single-qubit rotations may be needed prior to performing measurements. We send the data of the expectation value \( E = \langle H_{\text{fin}} \rangle \) and the variational parameters \( \theta \) and \( \eta \) to a classical computer, where a classical optimizer will return a new set of variational parameters. With the new set of parameters, we run AQC on the quantum device and then measure the energy. We repeat this cycle until the energy converges. The process is summarized in Fig. 1. More-detailed steps of this algorithm are provided in Appendix B.

In this work, we focus on investigating VanQver in the context of quantum chemistry simulation. However, the use of the algorithm itself can be much more general. For instance, in solving combinatorial optimization problems, one could view VanQver as a refinement and a unification of previously studied techniques, such as the use of an anti-ferromagnetic driver Hamiltonian (i.e., a nonstoquastic Hamiltonian) [35] [41], the use of an inhomogeneous driver Hamiltonian [42] [43], and reverse annealing [35] [45]. Reverse annealing is a method for annealing backwards from a particular state by increasing quantum fluctuations and then reducing them in order to reach a new state. It has been implemented on D-Wave Systems’ quantum annealer [45] [46]. In [35], a uniform transverse field is considered as an additional Hamiltonian with a “sombbrero-like” time-dependent amplitude (similar to \( H_{\text{nav}} \) in VanQver, but with different functionality), while the initial Hamiltonian is diagonal in the computational basis and updated iteratively with heuristic guesses. Whereas these specific methods can improve computational results in certain cases, guidelines for applying them to general models are needed. Unlike in the works cited above, VanQver keeps a variational transverse field as the driver Hamiltonian while adding a prominence-like navigator Hamiltonian. This algorithm constitutes a blueprint for one approach to solving this problem.

III. MOLECULAR SYSTEMS

Let us consider the problem of obtaining the ground state energy of a molecule. Under Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the second quantized form of molecular electronic Hamiltonian is read as

\[ H_{\text{fin}}^{\text{form}} = \sum_{pq} h_{pq} a_{p}^\dagger a_{q} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{pqrs} h_{pqrs} a_{p}^\dagger a_{r} a_{s} a_{s}, \]  

where \( p, q, r, \) and \( s \) label spin-orbitals and \( a_{p}^\dagger \) and \( a_{p} \) are creation and annihilation operators of an electron in spin-orbital \( p \), while \( h_{pq} \) and \( h_{pqrs} \) are one- and two-electron integrals. Under Bravyi–Kitaev (BK) or Jordan–Wigner (JW) transformations, Eq. [3] is translated into a qubit Hamiltonian \( H_{\text{fin}}^{\text{qubit}} \). A natural ini-
tial Hamiltonian consists of one-electron terms, which include the Hartree-Fock (HF) Hamiltonian. For simplicity, we use a 1-local qubit Hamiltonian in the rest of our experiments:

\[ H^{\text{qubit}}_{\text{ini}} = \sum_p \eta_p \sigma_p^z, \]  

(4)

While the \( \eta_p \) take specific values in the HF Hamiltonian, we treat them as variational parameters in VanQver. However, there is an important symmetry constraint. The signs of \( \eta_p \) determine which spin-orbitals are occupied or virtual. Since the electron number operator \( N \) and spin number operators \( N^+_\uparrow, N^+_\downarrow \), or a parity of them, commute with \( H_{\text{ini}}, H_{\text{fin}}, \) and cluster operators \( (H_{\text{nav}}) \), these numbers are constant during annealing. Therefore, the signs of \( \eta_p \) directly determine the state of the molecule, such as being neutral or ionic, at the end of the annealing process. We vary the parameters \( \eta_p \) while keeping their signs.

The choice of the navigator Hamiltonian is important for the efficiency of VanQver. Inspired by the promising results of VQE using unitary coupled-cluster (UCC) ansatz, we propose to use a cluster operator as the navigator Hamiltonian in our molecular simulations.

The cluster operator truncated to single and double excitations is

\[ H^{\text{ferm}}_{\text{nav}} = \sum_{i \in \text{occ}, \alpha} \theta_i a_i^\dagger a_\alpha + \sum_{ij \in \text{occ}, \alpha \beta} \theta_{ij} a_i^\dagger a_j^\dagger a_\alpha a_\beta + \text{h.c.,} \]  

(5)

where h.c. is the Hermitian conjugate. One can add higher-order excitation terms as well. In VQE, the entire quantum operation is a realization of the Trotterized exponential of an anti-Hermitian cluster operator, and the accuracy of the obtained energy is limited by which excitations are included. For instance, an exact state can be obtained if all possible excitation operators are included, whereas the use of only single excitation operators with the HF initial state may not significantly improve the performance due to Brillouin’s theorem, which states that the HF ground state cannot be improved by mixing it with singly excited determinants. In VanQver, a quantum state can, in principle, reach the exact state without the cluster operator. Therefore, the accuracy is not limited by the type of excitation operators in \( H_{\text{nav}} \). The role of a cluster operator is to assist in reaching the exact state as closely as possible within a shorter annealing time \( T \).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The performance of VanQver was tested by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation directly on classical hardware. The calculations were performed using the library QuTip \cite{QuTiP}. The annealing schedule used was

\[ A(t) = 1 - \left( \frac{t}{T} \right)^2, \quad B(t) = \left( \frac{t}{T} \right)^2, \quad C(t) = \alpha \frac{t}{T} \left( 1 - \frac{t}{T} \right), \]

where \( \alpha \) is a numerical constant which can be renormalized to 1 by rescaling \( \theta \). The initial parameters \( \theta^{(0)} \) were set to zero and \( \eta^{(0)} = \text{sign}(\eta_{\text{HF}}) \), where \( \eta_{\text{HF}} \) are the coefficients in the HF Hamiltonian. All the parameters were updated using an optimizer on a classical computer. The test set included \( \text{H}_2 \), \( \text{P}_4 \) (two hydrogen molecules parallel to each other) for various values of the separation distance \( d \), and \( \text{LiH} \). The graphical picture of the molecules is in Appendix A. The nuclear separation distances for both \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{LiH} \) were chosen to be 1 Å. For \( \text{P}_4 \), the nuclear separation distance for each of the hydrogen molecules was 2 Å, and the separation distance \( d \) between the two hydrogen molecules varied from \( d = 0.4 \) Å.
to $d = 4.0$ Å. In what follows, units of distance are always expressed in Ångströms. Also note that a minimal basis set (STO-3G) is employed in all calculations. In this case, $H_2$, $P_4$, and LiH were described using 4, 8, and 12 qubits, respectively. Note that the number of qubits can be reduced based on $Z_2$ symmetries [9] [19].

The Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm was used as a classical optimizer and the tolerance for termination ($\epsilon_{tol}$) was set to $\epsilon_{tol} = 0.001$, 0.0005, and 0.0001. The converged parameters ($\eta^{\text{final}}$, $\theta^{\text{final}}$) provided the annealing path, which brought the quantum state closest to the exact ground state in a given annealing time $T$.

Note that $T$ is the annealing time of a single run. The total computational time needs to take into account the repeated runs of the quantum device as well as the computational overhead for the classical optimizer. However, the limitation of near-term quantum hardware is the coherence time of a single run. Therefore, the main focus was on the relation between the annealing time $T$ and the expectation value of the energy $E$ obtained using $\eta^{\text{final}}$ and $\theta^{\text{final}}$.

We compared the performance of VanQver with the standard AQC [1]. The initial Hamiltonian was chosen to be a canonical RHF Hamiltonian, as considered in Ref. [60].

$$H_{\text{MP}} = \sum_p f_{pp} a_p^\dagger a_p,$$

$$f_{pp} = h_{pp} + \sum_i \langle p| i\rangle \langle i| p\rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $h_{pp}$ are the one-electron integrals and $\langle p| i\rangle$ and $\langle i| p\rangle$ are direct (Coulomb) and exchange two-electron integrals. Here, MP refers to Møller–Plesset, since this is the unperturbed form of the Hamiltonian used in MP perturbation theory. These terms of the Hamiltonian sum up to become the Fock operator. 

FIG. 2. Energy of $P_4$ with $d = 0.8$ as a function of annealing time $T$. The inset shows the region $0 \leq T \leq 0.12$. The red points represent the results obtained using VanQver, the green points represent the results obtained with standard AQC with $H_{\text{ini}} = H_{\text{MP}}$, and the dotted lines in blue and magenta dotted lines represent the exact and chemical accuracy energies, respectively. $T_{CA}^{\text{VanQver}} = 0.088$ for VanQver, whereas $T_{CA}^{\text{Standard}} = 11.5$ without using VanQver.

The annealing time to reach chemical accuracy, $T_{CA}$, is $T_{CA}^{\text{VanQver}} = 0.088$ for VanQver, whereas $T_{CA}^{\text{Standard}} = 11.5$ when VanQver is not used. We emphasize that $T_{CA}^{\text{VanQver/Standard}}$ is defined as the annealing time for a single run. Another interesting point is that when the annealing time was too short, the energy stayed at the HF energy, and that the quantum states did not evolve very much from the initial state. Therefore, the final state was close to the reference state. Once the annealing time became longer, the effect of the $H_{\text{Fock}}$ was very strong and the energy dropped rapidly. Note that while the change of $\eta$ within the appropriate parameter region did not change the initial state, it did change the evolution during the annealing process. Therefore, we changed $\eta$ depending on the values of $\theta$.

Fig. 3 shows the results for $P_4$ with $d = 2.0$. In this case, the result shows slightly different features. Similar to the case of $P_4$ with $d = 0.8$, the energy stayed at the HF energy when the annealing time was too short, and then dropped rapidly. In the case of $d = 2.0$, the energy did not reach chemical accuracy immediately. Instead, it decreased gradually after the rapid drop and then eventually reached chemical accuracy at $T_{CA}^{\text{VanQver}} = 9.855$. The annealing time required to reach chemical accuracy was much longer than when $d = 0.8$. However, the required time using standard AQC was much longer: $T_{CA}^{\text{Standard}} = 456$. Therefore, once again, $T_{CA}^{\text{VanQver}} \ll T_{CA}^{\text{Standard}}$. We investigated how VanQver compared to a conventional CCSD calculation on this system. The energy as a function of the separation distance for CCSD and the exact results are shown in Fig. 4. As is well-known, in order
emphasize that while CCSD failed in providing even a qualitative description of the potential energy surface at this geometry, in VanQver one can achieve chemical accuracy with the navigator Hamiltonian of Eq. (5) by taking annealing time $T \geq T_{VQ}^{\text{VanQver}}$.

In Fig. 5 we show the energy as a function of the separation distance $d$ for fixed annealing times $T$. The points in magenta, yellow, cyan, and green represent $T = 0.03, 0.04, 0.05,$ and $0.1$. The blue line represents the exact energy (FCI energy). When the annealing time was too short ($T = 0.03$), VanQver did not improve the results and recovered the HF energies. As the annealing time was slightly increased to $T = 0.04, 0.05,$ and $0.1$, the energies rapidly improved. The final energy for a given annealing time $T$ depended on the tolerance of the termination. Even with short annealing times, the obtained energy was able to be much improved as the tolerance $\epsilon_{\text{tol}}$ changed from 0.001 to 0.0005, in exchange for an increase in iterations. For instance, $E = -1.541$ for $T = 0.03$ with $\epsilon_{\text{tol}} = 0.001$, while $E = -1.848$ for $T = 0.03$ with $\epsilon_{\text{tol}} = 0.0005$, which was a significant improvement. On the other hand, we did not see a large difference between $\epsilon_{\text{tol}} = 0.0005$ and $\epsilon_{\text{tol}} = 0.0001$. The tolerance dependence of the energy and the number of iterations are shown in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) in Appendix D.

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the annealing time to chemical accuracy for VanQver and standard AQC for different distances of $d$ in P4. A logarithmic scale is used for $T_{CA}$ in the inset. The general features of the two results are similar. When the required annealing time is longer in standard AQC, similar behaviour is observed in VanQver. It is not surprising that the longest required annealing time is observed at an intermolecular separation of $d = 2.0$, since this is where the conventional CCSD method fails (Fig. 3), as discussed above. However, we would like to emphasize that the required annealing time

To obtain accurate results for the P4 system both at and around $d = 2.0$ (i.e., a square geometry), we would need to add the quadruple excitations (exact) or use a multi-reference correlation approach. This is due to the fact that two configurations become degenerate as $d$ tends towards a value of 2.0, in this system. This is a well-known pathological multi-reference case demonstrating the failures of conventional single-reference methods like CCSD. This is also reflected in the longer annealing times of the AQC simulations, both with the standard method (using a canonical RHF Hamiltonian) and VanQver. We

FIG. 3. Energy as a function of annealing time $T$ for P4 with $d = 2.0$. The exact energy (FCI energy) is $-1.8978$. The energy drops rapidly from $T = 0.03$ to $T = 0.1$. The annealing times to reach chemical accuracy are $T_{\text{CA}}^{\text{VanQver}} = 9.855327037$ for VanQver and $T_{\text{CA}}^{\text{standard}} = 456$ for standard AQC. The plot shows only $T \leq 36$. The upper inset shows the time window in which the energy drops rapidly from the HF energy. The lower inset shows the time window in which the energy achieves chemical accuracy.

FIG. 4. Energy as a function of intermolecular separation distance for P4. The blue line represents the exact result, and the dotted line in magenta represents the CCSD results.

FIG. 5. Energy of P4 for various values of the intermolecular separation distance $d$ at fixed annealing times $T = 0.03, 0.04, 0.05$, and $0.1$. The tolerance for the termination is 0.001.
FIG. 6. The time to chemical accuracy $T_{CA}$ for P4. The horizontal axis conveys the intermolecular separation distance $d$. The red points represent the VanQver results and the green points represent the standard AQC results with initial Hamiltonian $H_{MP}$. The time is in logarithmic scale, in the inset. It shows that $T_{CA}^{\text{VanQver}}$ and $T_{CA}^{\text{Standard}}$ differ by two to three orders of magnitude across the entire range of the intermolecular distance $d$.

is always one or two orders of magnitude shorter than that of standard AQC.

V. CONCLUSION

A hybrid algorithm VanQver was proposed and its efficiency was tested for the purpose of molecular energy estimation. The algorithm is essentially a variational quantum eigensolver that uses adiabatic evolution instead of a gate-based implementation of the state preparation. The adiabatic evolution, however, has been implemented using parametric Hamiltonians, which constitutes a parametric initial driver Hamiltonian, the final Hamiltonian describing the system under study and a parametric navigator Hamiltonian that increases the overlap of the final state with the desired outcome (in this case the state with the lowest eigenvalue). The amplitude of the navigator Hamiltonian is prominence-like, that is, it is gradually increased up to a point during the annealing process and then decreased such that at the end of adiabatic evolution the only Hamiltonian with a non-zero amplitude is the final Hamiltonian. As with the choice of ansatz in gate model VQE, the choice of parametric navigator Hamiltonian has a critical impact on the performance of this method. In the context of molecular energy estimation, we suggest using cluster operators introduced by unitary coupled-cluster theory.

As a measure of efficiency, the interdependence of annealing time and chemical accuracy were considered. The required annealing times for VanQver were found to be significantly lower than those of standard AQC. Although the shorter annealing time renders this algorithm more amenable to noisy near-term quantum hardware, it is yet to be determined if the shorter single-iteration runtime of variational algorithms also provides an advantage in terms of overall computational effort when scaling beyond near-term quantum computing technologies.

Additionally, when a quantum device is coupled to the environment, computational results are not monotonically improved as the annealing time increases. Therefore, it is important to analyze the performance of VanQver and standard AQC in the presence of noise. We look to address these issues in future work.

It should be noted that VanQver can also be used to solve optimization problems. In this case the final Hamiltonian will be diagonal in the computational basis and will therefore represent a classical energy function. Possible future work expanding on this research would be to determine the optimal choice of the navigator Hamiltonian to achieve shorter annealing time requirements for classical optimization problems. Ideas already exist in this respect, such as using a non-stoquastic Hamiltonian or an inhomogeneous transverse field. In some cases, taking non-adiabatic paths is much more efficient than taking adiabatic paths. Although it is difficult to determine which strategy to employ to shorten the time to solution, VanQver may be able to systematically survey various strategies.
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Appendix A: Molecules used in the numerical experiments

In the main text, we considered H₂, P₄, and LiH. The geometries of these molecules are shown in Fig. 7. The nuclei separation distance for H₂ and LiH is 1 Å. For P₄, the intermolecular separation distance for each hydrogen molecule is 2 Å, and d represents the separation distance of the two hydrogen molecules. We investigated d between 0.4 Å and 4 Å.

FIG. 7. The geometry of H₂, P₄, and LiH.

Appendix B: VanQver algorithm

Algorithm 1 VanQver

1. Determine the time profiles A(t), B(t), and C(t) and an initial and navigator Hamiltonians $H_{\text{ini}}(\eta)$ and $H_{\text{nav}}(\theta)$ to define the dependent Hamiltonian $H_{(\eta,\theta)}(t) = A(t)H_{\text{ini}}(\eta) + B(t)H_{\text{fin}} + C(t)H_{\text{nav}}(\theta)$.
2. Set an annealing time $T$ and the initial and navigator variational parameters $\eta = \eta_0$ and $\theta = \theta_0$ for a quantum device. Set the tolerance for termination $\epsilon_{\text{tol}}$ for a classical optimizer.
3. Run the AQC algorithm on a quantum device with the time-dependent Hamiltonian $H_{(\eta,\theta)}(t)$ to generate a quantum state $|\psi_{(\eta,\theta)}(T)\rangle = \mathcal{T} \exp(-i \int_0^T H_{(\eta,\theta)}(t)dt)|\psi(0)\rangle$.
4. Estimate the expectation value of the final Hamiltonian $E = \langle \psi_{(\eta,\theta)}(T)|H_{\text{fin}}|\psi_{(\eta,\theta)}(T)\rangle$.
5. Send $(E, \eta, \theta)$ to a classical computer and use a classical optimizer to generate a new set of values for variational parameters $(\eta, \theta)$.
6. Send $(\eta, \theta)$ to the quantum hardware.
7. Repeat Step 3 through Step 6 until the energy $E$ converges with $\epsilon_{\text{tol}}$.
8. Output the energy $E$.

Detailed steps of VanQver are shown in Algorithm 1. In the case of our numerical simulations, in Step 1 we chose $A(t) = 1 - \left(\frac{t}{T}\right)^2$, $B(t) = \left(\frac{t}{T}\right)^2$, and $C(t) = \frac{t}{T} \left(1 - \frac{t}{T}\right)$ (see Fig. 8).

In Step 4 of Algorithm 1, there is a slight difference between combinatorial optimization problems and quantum simulations. In the case of combinatorial optimization problems, $H_{\text{fin}}$ is a classical Hamiltonian and the final state is a classical state. Therefore, measuring all the qubits in the computational basis will give an expectation value of $H_{\text{fin}}$. In the case of quantum simulations, terms in $H_{\text{fin}}$ do not commute with each other and the final state will be an entangled state. Therefore, the number of required measurements will increase significantly. Let $H_{\text{fin}} = \sum_k h_k \sigma_z^k \otimes \sigma_z^k \otimes \cdots \otimes \sigma_z^k$, where $\sigma_z^k \in \{\sigma^x, \sigma^y, \sigma^z, I\}$. We group the terms into mutually commuting contributions, so the terms of each group can be measured simultaneously. If the required measurement for grouped terms is not in the computational basis, a change of basis is needed which can be implemented using single-qubit rotations so that all the terms are functions of only $\sigma_z$ or $I$. For instance, $I \otimes I \otimes \sigma^x \otimes \sigma^y$ and $I \otimes \sigma^x \otimes \sigma^y \otimes I$ commute with each other. Therefore, they are included in the same group for the purpose of measurement. In order to perform a measurement in the computational basis,
we need to rotate the second, third, and fourth qubits from the x direction to the z direction. This idea was first suggested by [10] in the context of the gate model VQE.

The algorithm, in addition to being a hybrid quantum–classical algorithm, is also a hybrid of adiabatic evolution and gate model quantum computation. Instead of using a parametric circuit of quantum gates, the state preparation step is implemented using a parametric adiabatic evolution. Once the state preparation has been performed, we use an expectation estimation approach borrowed from gate model quantum computing to obtain an estimate of the energy of the current state.

Appendix C: Numerical results for H$_2$ and LiH

In the main text, we show the results for P4. The results for H$_2$ and LiH are shown in Fig. 9, in which the energy $E = \langle H_{\text{fin}} \rangle$ is a function of the annealing time $T$ for H$_2$ (Fig. 9(a)) and LiH (Fig. 9(b)). In standard AQC, the annealing time to chemical accuracy is $T_{CA}^{\text{Standard}} = 13$ for H$_2$ and $T_{CA}^{\text{Standard}} = 9.5$ for LiH. This shows that the difficulty of the computation depends not only on the number of qubits used to represent the molecule but also the distance between nuclei. In VanQver, $T_{CA}^{\text{VanQver}} = 0.048$ for H$_2$ and $T_{CA}^{\text{VanQver}} = 0.14$ for LiH.
Appendix D: Classical optimizer dependence

Although the main claim of this work is that VanQver allows us to reach chemical accuracy in energy estimation in a shorter annealing time than standard AQC, it nevertheless relies on classical optimizers to converge to the solution. These optimizers determined what level of accuracy was achievable in our experiments and how many iterations were necessary to reach it. In our code, we used the library QuTip to simulate AQC and the BFGS solver from the SciPy library function scipy.minimize as a classical optimizer.

For a given annealing time $T$, the obtained energy $E$ depends on the tolerance for termination $\epsilon_{\text{tol}}$ set for the classical optimizer. We compare the quality of the solution obtained after short annealing times $T = 0.03, 0.04, \text{and} 0.05$ with different tolerances $\epsilon_{\text{tol}} = 0.001, 0.005, \text{and} 0.0001$ in Fig. 10(a). The figure shows that the tolerance constraint $\epsilon_{\text{tol}}$ had a significant impact on the final energy found. However, setting this parameter to a smaller value incurred an increased computational cost. Fig. 10(b) shows that the computational cost induced by decreasing $\epsilon_{\text{tol}}$ became more important with smaller values of $\epsilon_{\text{tol}}$, as reflected by the number of iterations required. For a sufficiently small $\epsilon_{\text{tol}}$, further increases in accuracy would impose a severe computational overhead.

![Energy vs Tolerance for Termination](a)

![Number of Iterations vs Tolerance for Termination](b)

FIG. 10. The tolerance for the termination dependence of the final expectation value of $E$ for $T = 0.03, 0.04, \text{and} 0.05$, for P4 with $d = 2.0$.

Fig. 11 plots the energy of the system against the number of iterations, in this case for P4 with $d = 0.8$ and an annealing time of $T = 0.09$. The classical optimizer spent the first 1000 iterations exploring parameters, returning an energy value close to the HF energy, before dropping quickly to a lower-energy state within chemical accuracy after about 1650 iterations, showing that it may take a long time for the optimizer to find the correct direction to update variational parameters in the parameter space. Convergence can be improved by conducting a sampling of the energy surface in parallel in order to quickly identify a promising direction for the search, before further iteration.

Fig. 12 shows the number of iterations as a function of annealing time $T$ for P4 with $d = 0.8$. When the annealing time was too short, the optimizer converged quickly without improving the result, and the obtained energy was the HF energy. Increasing the annealing time, we observed dramatic improvements in the quality of the solution over a small window of $T$, between $T = 0.05$ and 0.09, as shown in Fig. 2. This coincides with the peak number of iterations in Fig. 12 showing that this improvement can be attained at the cost of additional iterations; we noticed that chemical accuracy was reached for $T_{\text{VanQver}} = 0.088$. As we further increased the annealing time $T \geq T_{\text{VanQver}}$, we noticed that chemical accuracy was always met and that the number of iterations required to converge tended to decrease.

In order to attain a low-energy state of $H_{\text{fin}}$, VanQver relies on $H_{\text{nav}}$ to change the annealing path. We can see that tuning the annealing path had a significant impact for shortening annealing times; whereas traditional AQC remained close to the HF energy (see Fig. 2), $H_{\text{nav}}$ allowed us to attain chemical accuracy after a large number of iterations. Increasing the annealing time resulted in broadening the range of annealing paths to obtain the accurate energy, allowing the optimizer to attain convergence in fewer iterations.
FIG. 11. The energy $E$ vs. the number of optimizer iterations for P4 at $d = 0.8$ and $T = 0.09$, with $\epsilon_{tol} = 0.001$. It is noteworthy that our implementation, based on a restarting strategy used to circumvent a memory issue in QuTiP, may have increased the number of iterations required to reach chemical accuracy. The kinks around 300 and 700 iterations represent where the restarting occurred. The graph spans the entire computational effort.

FIG. 12. The number of iterations before convergence vs. annealing time for P4 at $d = 0.8$. The tolerance for termination was set to $\epsilon_{tol} = 0.001$. The time to chemical accuracy was $T_{CA}^{VanQver} = 0.088239751$, shown using a dotted line in cyan.

Appendix E: The Hartree–Fock Hamiltonian

From a fermionic Hamiltonian perspective, an initial Hamiltonian may consist of one-electron terms

$$H_{\text{ini}}^{\text{ferm}} = \sum_p h_{pq} a_p^\dagger a_q,$$

which includes the HF Hamiltonian. The form of the initial qubit Hamiltonian used in the numerical experiment appears under JW transformation when the fermionic Hamiltonian is diagonal in a basis of canonical Hartree-Fock orbitals. In our numerical simulations, we employed the canonical RHF Hamiltonian used in [50]. Equation (E2) is
the HF Hamiltonian for $H_2$ with a nuclei separation distance of 1 Å:

$$H_{MP} = \sum_{i=1}^{4} h_i \sigma_i^z + h_I \mathbb{I}.$$  \hfill (E2)

The coefficients are $h_1, h_2 = 0.2422208402$, $h_3, h_4 = -0.2287509695$, and $h_I = 0.50223746961$. The first and second qubits represent occupied spin-orbitals and the third and fourth qubits represent virtual spin-orbitals. Therefore, the signs of the coefficients were appropriately chosen for our purpose. Note that the eigenvalue of $H_{MP}$ does not provide the HF energy.